
Year 11 Music – Curriculum Map 2020-21 

 Yr 11 Autumn Term Yr 11 Autumn Term Yr 11 Spring Term Yr 11 Spring Term Yr 11 Summer Term 
Outline Area of Study 3 Rhythms of the 

World 
-Traditional rhythmic roots 
from four geographical 
regions of the world: 
- India and Punjab 
- Eastern Mediterranean and 
Middle East 
- Africa 
- Central and South America 
 

Composition Coursework to 
run concurrently with Area of 
Study 3 
 
Students continue to develop 
their free composition 
 
Free composition completed 
by Easter 

Area of Study 4 Film Music 
- Music that has been 
composed specifically for film 
- music from the Western 
Classical Tradition that has 
been used in film 
- music that has been 
composed as the soundtrack 
for a video game 

Performance Coursework to 
run concurrently with Area of 
Study 4 
 
Solo Performance recorded by 
Easter 

Exam Prep 

Knowledge  - Indian Classical Music and 
traditional Punjabi Bhangra 
- Traditional Eastern 
Mediterranean and Arabic folk 
rhythms, Particularly Greek, 
Palestinian and Israeli. 
- Traditional African 
Drumming 
- Traditional Calypso and 
Samba 
- the names of performers and 
groups 

- Continuing to develop their 
knowledge of ICT composing 
packages, namely MuseScore 
and Cubase, depending on 
personal preference. 

- composers of music for film 
and video games 
- resources used to create and 
perform film and video 
soundtracks 

- appropriate knowledge of 
the range and timbre of their 
instrument 
- notations relevant to their 
instrument 

Review and recap of Areas of 
Study in preparation for 
Listening Exam 

Understanding - Characteristic rhythms and 
metres 
- the origins and cultural 
context of the traditional 
music 
- the musical characteristics of 
the folk music 
- the ways in which 
performers work together 
- the impact of modern 
technology on traditional 
music 

Developing their 
understanding of how the 
musical elements work 
together to create musically 
satisfying pieces 
- instruments and timbre 
- pitch and melody 
- rhythm and metre 
- tempo 
- dynamics, expression and 
articulation 
- texture 
- structure and phrasing 
- harmony and tonality 
- repetition, ostinato 
- ornamentation 

- how composers create music 
to support, express, 
complement and enhance: 
a) a mood or emotion being 
conveyed on the screen 
b) a significant character or 
place 
c) specific actions or dramatic 
effects 
- how music can develop 
and/or evolve during the 
course of a film or video game 

- demonstrate an 
understanding of performing 
with accuracy and fluency       
- demonstrate an 
understanding of performing 
with technical control 
- demonstrate an 
understanding of performing 
musically and with 
appropriate expression and 
interpretation 
- understand and be able to 
perform confidently and 
stylishly. 

Continue to review and 
develop understanding of 
Areas of Study 
 
Develop understanding of 
exam technique 

Skills  - techniques of performing on 
traditional drums 
- performing traditional 
rhythmic patterns, including 
regular and irregular metres, 
syncopation and cross 
rhythms 
- ensemble skills, how texture 
builds with added parts 

- composing balanced phrases 
-developing melodic lines 
- harmonic language, 
cadences 
- rhythmic variety and 
repetition 
- diatonic and chromatic 
passages 

- developing appraising skills  
 

- perform one or more pieces 
of music for their 
instrument/voice/technology 
under supervised conditions 

Approaches to certain types of 
questions on the exam paper 



- improvising melodic lines 
based on traditional scales, 
including modal and 
microtonal ideas. 

Assessment - Exam style Listening 
questions 
- Knowledge tests as starter 
activities in lessons 
 

- teacher assessed against 
exam board marking criteria 

- Exam style Listening 
questions 
- Knowledge tests as starter 
activities in lessons 
 

- teacher assessed against 
exam board marking criteria 

- past paper and teacher 
created exam style questions 

 


